As you are preparing your materials for us, please sort them into the following categories:

- Plastics #1 see thru (water bottles, soda bottles)
- Plastics #2 cloudy (milk jugs)
- Plastics #2 solid color (laundry detergent bottles, some shampoos)
- Aluminum drink cans
- Metal cans without a white liner (vegetables, soups)
- Metal cans with a white liner (mostly cat food cans)
- Foam Cups (no lids, no straws, no liquids)
- Packing Foam (NO PEANUTS)
- Glass
- Cardboard
- Paper
- Newspaper

We will begin the new system 11/1/2019 for items dropped off during the hours the Recycle Center is manned, MONDAY TO FRIDAY from 8 am-4 pm. For the moment, we will continue to accept bagged materials evenings and weekends.

However, within 2020 we will require all materials to be sorted when deposited with us. We will have advisors available weekdays from 8 am to 4 pm to help you learn the new process.

We know that this will impact the time it takes you to recycle, but hope that with training and small modifications in your home collection system, your drop off will return once again to a very quick stop!